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            Don't waste another minute with repetitive tasks and focus on improving your IT business! Use ActiveEon, award winning SOAP software & ML data pipeline automation.
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                                ProActive Workflows & Scheduling

                                Drive efficiency, reduce costs and automate operations from simple tasks to complex processes.
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                                ProActive AI Orchestration

                                Industrialize your processes, accelerate the AI deployment and improve your AI success rate.
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                                Products Updates

                                Discover all new features, expansions, and hot fixes as released in the products' latest versions.
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                                ActiveEon Connectors

                                Orchestrate automation across all ERP, ITSM, ETL/ELT, and across your hydrid environment.
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                                Why ActiveEon is Better & Faster

                                ActiveEon provides the most advantageous, efficient and fastest solutions.
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                    Service Orchestration & Automation Platforms

                    Powerful and easy workflow management software for IT automation.
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                                Workload Automation

                                Automatically execute IT and  business processes on hybrid cloud and on-premises resources, provide self-service portal and reduce support cost.
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                                Hybrid IT Enabler

                                Maintain a centralized approach to IT governance while exploiting the benefits of cloud computing.
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                                Intensive Computing

                                Combine grid computing, parallel computing, and distributed system to outperform your existing results.
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                                IT Automation

                                Enable process automation across your entire enterprise and hybrid cloud infrastructure.

                            

                        
                    
                    
                    
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
            

            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                    
                    
                        AI Industrialization

                        Minimize the complexity of AI with repeatable & scalable machine learning life-cycle.
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                                AI Orchestration 

                                Industrialize your processes, accelerate the AI deployment and improve your AI success rate.
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                                MLOps

                                Provides a center of excellence for the production of your AI models.
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                                Higher Education & AI

                                Use your existing ICT infrastructure and improve AI/ML delivery with ActiveEon.
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                    Migration services

                    We provide the most reliable tools to make sure you benefit from a smooth and successful migration that matches your needs and gives you a competitive edge.
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                                ActiveEon Smart Migration Process

                                Learn more about how to easily switch from your old legacy automation solution to ActiveEon.
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                                Migrate from Dollar Universe

                                Find out how ActiveEon can help you migrate from Dollar Universe and advantageously improve your process automation.
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                                Alternative to Automic

                                You might consider replacing Broadcom Automic with a more modern automation tool. Factors such as cost or support for customization could drive a decision to switch to a different solution.
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                                Alternative to Airflow

                                While Apache Airflow is a popular and feature-rich software, users may have specific needs that may not be adequately addressed by the tool.
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                                Saas Delivery

                                Discover our dedicated SaaS platform for Job Scheduling and Machine Learning.
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                                Documentation
 
                                Take a look at our documentation to understand the technical aspects of our Workflows & Scheduling and Machine Learning solutions.
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                                Training Videos

                                Learn how to use our ProActive Workflows & Scheduling and ProActive AI Orchestration in 5 training sessions.
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                                Community

                                Join our dynamic and supportive community!
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                                Blog

                                Learn more about workload orchestration, job scheduling, IT automation and machine learning!
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                                Use Cases

                                Explore our use cases and see how we can help your business.
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                                Testimonials

                                Discover our customers and references.
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                                Whitepapers

                                Download our whitepapers and get free expert insights!
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                                Videos

                                Browse our video library to watch testimonials, demos, use cases and more!
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                                Tutorials

                                Learn to use our solutions step-by-step.
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            ActiveEon is the new automation  solution of choice. Learn about who we are and what we stand for.
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                                About Us

                                ActiveEon displaces legacy solutions in worklflow automation by designing state-of-the-art software solutions. See more about our company vision and values.
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                                News

                                Explore our latest news, events, press releases, webinars and more!
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                                Locations

                                See where we're located.
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                                Careers

                                We believe that great companies are made of great people. Join our international team and become part of a fast-growing and innovative company!
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                                Contact Us

                                Get in touch if you have any question, concern or ideas to share with us!
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                                How do we compare to our competition?

                                Get information about our competitors and our migration tools.
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                        How to connect to an SAP ECC system using ProActive and JCO
                    
                
                
                
                
                
            

            
        

    





  















    
        
            Integration with SAP


SAP makes enterprise software to manage enterprise resources, business operations and customer relations.


By its nature, it stores data from many sources and sides of a business. The ability to extract, transform, cross-check and analyse this information is critical for businesses.


With our SAP ECC connectors, users can connect to their systems and build workflows to drive key decisions and discover new insights.





Download the documentation on ProActive SAP Connector


Learn how to setup the system to work with SAP.
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    Subscribe to our newsletter
    We'll send you maximum 1 email per month
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            Try for free: ProActive Workflows & Scheduling and ProActive AI Orchestration
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